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Suitable for
Senior Registrars, Fellows and 
Consultants in Vascular Surgery, 
General Surgery (particularly those 
practising in remote and rural 
regions), Podiatric Surgery, Plastic 
Surgery and Orthopaedic Surgery. 
Places are available for Observers 
including Podiatrists who may 
observe in the workshop’s practical 
surgical sessions and  participate in 
the didactic sessions.

Accreditation 
RACS CPD Program accreditation 
will be sought for this educational 
activity.

Venue
CTEC  
The University of Western Australia
Entrance No. 2, Hackett Drive,
Crawley, Western Australia

Fees
Surgical Participants:  $450 
Observers & Podiatrists: $150

Register Online
ctec.uwa.edu.au

Further Information
Lorna Christie 
Senior Course Co-ordinator 
T +61 8 6488 8505 
E lorna.christie@uwa.edu.au

Workshop content, date and  faculty may 
be subject to change or cancellation due 
to unforeseen circumstances. 

A hands-on one day cadaveric 
workshop on podiatric surgical 
techniques

CTEC at The University of Western Australia 
is proud to host the WA Foot Care Annual 
Meeting 2019 satellite cadaveric workshop 
Urgent Diabetic Foot Surgery - A Team 
Approach. This inaugural workshop aims 
to start the conversation between all those 
interested in the diabetic foot, how to 
preserve tissue using anatomically based 
debridement, how to avoid moving the 
pressure from one part to the other, how 
to actively change the shape of the foot to 
prevent damage - for example, by a simple 
tenotomy. 

This workshop aims to provide opportunity 
for cross disciplinary engagement, 
discussion of techniques and strategies 
and learning about basic podiatric 
surgical techniques.  The dissemination 
of multidisciplinary approaches can avoid 
major amputation and deliver better care, 
particularly in remote regions.  Please 
consider being part of the conversation for 
change! 

Workshop Content
Didactic & cadaveric practical sessions 
utilising lower leg with foot specimens: 

Practical cadaveric surgical sessions:
• Flexor tenotomy
• Trans metatarsal amputation
• Chopart amputation
• Peroneus Brevis tendon transfer
• Tendo Achilles lengthening
• Application of plaster
Theoretical knowledge:
• Decision making in managing acute 

diabetic foot sepsis
• Optimising minor amputations
• Contemporary options for 

management of osteomyelitis
• Wound coverage with local (rotational) 

flaps
• What’s new in Charcot 

neuroarthropathy management
Practical knowledge:
• Appreciation and deep understanding 

of foot anatomy with specific reference 
to effective drainage of diabetic foot 
sepsis

• Understanding of tendon structure and 
its appropriate dissection

• Chopart amputation
• Application of suture types to secure 

tendon to tendon, and/or tendon to 
bone

• Common procedures (indications and 
post operative care)

Urgent Diabetic Foot Surgery 
- A Team Approach Workshop
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